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Larry Green

The Metaphor as Stepping Stone: Navigating  
Postmodern Uncertainty

Abstract
In a fluid environment, where mission statements seem like remote abstrac-
tions, a leader can mobilize his team with timely metaphors  A good meta-
phor makes noticeable what was previously imperceptible  Because of that 
potentiality it is an excellent device for revealing the emerging characteristics 
of the context in which we operate  Once new conditions are thus symbol-
ized, the opportunities and challenges that they represent can be addressed  
Whereas previously we assumed enduring commitments in marriage, career 
and product loyalty, our current cultural climate eschews long-term com-
mitment and rewards improvisational mindsets  Metaphorically we are no 
longer pilgrims journeying towards a fixed destination but rather more like 
travelers fording a stream obscured by fog  An effective metaphor is a step-
ping stone that allows one to move forward with some confidence  A leader 
who can coin metaphors that express the salient features of one’s working 
conditions builds a team capable of concerted action  

Keywords: metaphor, paradigm, vision and mission statements, confusion, 
direction

1 Introduction
In this paper I intend to offer a provisional answer to a question posed in the 
original call for papers: “Do certain 21st century challenges change the nature 
of leadership?” I will suggest that the answer is “yes”: the twenty-first century 
presents us with a cultural “sea change”  Bauman (2000) responds to that 
change by naming our era liquid modernity  Implicit within his metaphorical 
characterization is the notion that previous candidates for ground—religion, 
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ideology, scientism—have been problematized  Instead we must learn how 
to navigate through a dynamic, shifting environment—a fluid or liquid en-
vironment  How does one move forward with confidence when the world 
doesn’t remain stable enough to map out the various possibilities that would 
get us from “here” to “there”? I will propose that metaphors can serve as 
provisional organizing frameworks during our transitional era  

2 Perpetual Transitions: Permanent Liminality?
I begin by relating Bauman’s notion of liquid modernity to the anthropologi-
cal concept of liminality  Anthropologists employ this term to name indi-
viduals in transition—for example, the transition from child to adult status  
Liminality refers to the disorientation that occurs in the middle stage of ritu-
als—when participants no longer hold their pre-ritual status but have not yet 
completed the transition to their new one  In some ways they are formless  
I wish to apply this anthropological concept to our age—a liminal age, the 
age of liquid modernity  The old forms and institutions are dis-integrating 
and the new ones have yet to be formed, recognized, and named  I’m defin-
ing institutions as stable, valued, recurring patterns of collective organiza-
tion  As structures of social order, they govern the behavior of individuals 
within a given community  Bauman (2000) points out that institutions are 
increasingly unable to perform that function because they don’t have time 
to solidify  Look no further than marriage as an institution in transition: 
common law and gay marriages are contesting the traditional conception 
of marriage as a legally binding contract between a man and a woman  It is 
only one of many institutions in flux  Taken as a whole, these institutional 
changes disclose that normativity is in flux  Consider body piercings, tat-
toos, legalization of marijuana, sex change—all compelling evidence that the 
norms that orient us have changed dramatically 
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2.1 Subliminality
There is another slightly different meaning associated with the term liminal-
ity: think of the term subliminal  Here ‘liminality’ refers to experiences that 
are being registered but not recognized consciously  There is considerable 
evidence that observers’ responses may be affected by stimuli they claim not 
to have seen  For example, when smokers who wanted to quit were exposed 
to the subliminal message—“mommy and I are one person”—the rate of suc-
cess improved considerably (Silverman, 1982)  No such effects were observed 
in the control group  A similar outcome was revealed in a hypnosis experi-
ment (Orne, 1962)  The participants were given a post-hypnotic suggestion 
that they would not be able to see a chair positioned in the room  They never 
bumped into that chair and, in fact, demonstrated avoidant behavior  When 
asked why they changed their direction (to avoid bumping into the chair) 
they would confabulate an ‘explanation’—“I caught sight of the painting and 
wanted to have a closer look ” 

2.2 Perceptual Awareness and Verbal Consciousness
I take exception to the usual interpretations applied to those results: the 
person was unconscious of their true motives and their verbal rationaliza-
tions are designed to “paper over” these blind spots  However, with both the 
subliminal and the hypnosis experiments the participants’ behavior clear-
ly indicated that they perceived the relevant stimuli  To call such behavior 
“unconsciously motivated” seems like theoretical obfuscation  I prefer an 
alternate interpretation: these participants were consciously aware of the 
chair, but lacked a verbal symbol for it (because the post-hypnotic sugges-
tion “erased” the concept and term “chair”)  Because the operators addressed 
a verbal question to their subjects, the participants produced verbal responses 
from their available vocabulary—a vocabulary which did not include “chair”  
Their behavior and their explanations existed on two separate planes  Their 
behavior was non-verbal and responsive to the situation, whereas their ex-
planations were designed to achieve closure by matching a confabulated, but 
plausible, motive with the enacted behavior  
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I use these results to suggest that as we move through our postmodern age 
of disorientation, we manage somehow—but often we don’t quite know how 
we manage  We might find a way to carry on, yet we are unable to explicitly 
conceptualize why we do, what we do  I suggest that in order to navigate our 
circumstances effectively we rely more on a perceptual reading of the situa-
tion, and less on conceptual, verbally mediated understandings  In a meet-
ing, for example, we subliminally respond to body language, facial expres-
sions, and paralinguistic cues as much as we do to the explicit content  Those 
non-verbal behaviors qualify how we are to interpret the verbal content  We 
know who is invested in what position; we know when someone made a po-
litically incorrect statement by the non-verbal responses that follow 

To summarize, I am claiming that we are living through a liminal age—an 
age of transition—in which the old forms have broken down  As a result, I 
suggest, we have to feel our way into, and through, our circumstances via our 
perceptions  

3 Free Floating: No Foundation, No Ground
In this section I offer further support for these claims  Earlier I suggested 
that previous candidates for ground have been problematized  Grand nar-
ratives and paradigmatic understandings may not be as reliable in a liminal 
age as they once were  I want to suggest that even “objectivity” cannot pro-
vide the firm ground that we’ve needed to proceed with confidence  How 
could that be? I turn to an anthropologist for some clues  According to Sza-
kolczai (2009, p 154), liminal individuals are often not able to act rationally 
“because the structure on which ‘objective’ rationality was based [has] disap-
peared.” This quotation suggests that objectivity is dependent on something 
for its existence  I suggest that a structure that supports the emergence of 
“objectivity” would be a stable context with firm boundaries  However, post-
structuralist authors such as Derrida, Barthes, Lacan and Foucault have un-
dermined the structures of modern categorical thought  It seems that much 
of what was formerly considered to be natural, and therefore objective, has 
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been revealed to be social convention, not natural law  Tradition, custom and 
convention are revealed to be contingent, even arbitrary, rather than natural 
and immutable  

By way of contrast I return to a time when that ground was assumed rather 
than contested  In traditional and early modern times, a relatively stable 
context (slow rate of change) eventually produced its corresponding social 
imaginary  According to Manfred Steger and Paul James (2013), social im-
aginaries are deep-seated modes of understanding that provide largely pre-
reflexive parameters that guide individual behavior  (Just as the participants 
in the hypnosis experiment prereflectively avoided the chair ) We only be-
come aware of a guiding social imaginary when a parameter is violated—for 
example, when standing in line and someone “jumps” the queue  Our out-
rage signals that an assumption has been challenged  Initially, therefore, our 
behavior is generated by our prereflective understandings  At a later stage of 
social development, relations can be codified in an explicit, formal body of 
knowledge  Sociology, psychology, political science, etc  are attempts to ex-
plicate and systematize what was formerly implicit and prereflective  That is, 
formal knowledge codifies and represents patterns of behavioral responses 
developed within a stable, enduring context  That stable context is the struc-
ture that produces “objectivity”. However, once that ground disappears, then 
the abstractions or codified knowledge that were derived from it lose their 
utility  Relying on that codified knowledge would be equivalent to navigat-
ing Seattle with a map produced in 1983  

Here is another example—closer to home—when watching pundits explain 
the economic meltdown of 2008, I noticed that they were employing con-
cepts that were developed in a previous context  Their “explanations” were 
coherent—internally consistent—but seemed disconnected from the real-
ity that they were purporting to explain  The film The Big Short (released 
in 2015) conveyed the sense that most of the players in the financial sector 
were navigating on the basis of outdated assumptions, whereas a few indi-
viduals were able to see and respond to the emergent conditions  Emergent 
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conditions, by definition, haven’t endured long enough to be represented 
with formal systems of knowledge  Instead we find ourselves in a cybernetic 
process of linking our perceptions to a strange mixture of effective and inef-
fective behavioral responses  By doing so we begin to accumulate a fund of 
practical wisdom or “know-how”  That prereflective “know-how” can then 
be given its initial conceptual form through metaphor  Metaphors are the 
means whereby we begin to consciously take notice of the emergent features 
of our circumstances  

4 Leadership as Concerted Action
“Certain 21st century challenges change the nature of leadership”—leader-
ship defined as that which orients members to a common purpose  The phe-
nomenon of magnetism can serve as a metaphor for illuminating this point  
A magnet is a length of metal in which all the molecules orient to the same 
vector  Organizing in such a fashion combines their individual force fields 
to produce a strong, overall magnetic field  In a similar manner, a clearly 
articulated vision that resonates for team members produces concerted  
effort and better results  We can also see this in the emergent trend for hu-
man resource departments to hire people whose personal style already lines 
up with the company image and culture  That alignment between individual 
and corporate aesthetic facilitates coherent action 

In short, I am claiming that the 21st century is producing conditions that are 
difficult to conceptualize  I argue that those conditions must first be lived 
through before they can be conceptualized  That is, “know-how” precedes 
“know-what”  However, before we can develop a formal system for describ-
ing these new social relations, we can find provisional frameworks through 
the use of metaphors  That is, between the ineffable lived experience and 
the formal knowledge systems they eventually produce lies a halfway house 
called metaphor  
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5 A Master Metaphor 
Let us flesh out this abstract discussion with a concrete metaphor  Bauman 
claims that our greatest fear is that no one is in control  He coined the follow-
ing metaphor to fill in and express that fear: we are all passengers in a jumbo 
jet…some of us are sleeping, others, watching movies, still others are playing 
with their tablets, or conversing with fellow passengers  After some time, a 
few passengers begin to notice that the P A  announcements are repetitious  
In fact, they seem to be recordings rather than live communication  Being 
somewhat concerned, a few of the passengers make their way to the pilot’s 
cabin to investigate  Once there, they discover an empty cockpit  The plane is 
on auto-pilot with a destination for an airport that has yet to be built  

If you are anything like me, when you read this metaphor you will feel exis-
tentially engaged  That is the case because it expresses or gives a form to our 
prereflective experience—that is, it expresses an existential truth  It connects 
us to, while also making sense of, our implicit experience  Read Bauman’s 
metaphor back into the events of the “great recession”  The pre-recorded 
messages are equivalent to the “explanatory” utterances of the pundits on 
CNN, BBC or FOX news  The “autopilot” consists of the systemic forces that 
lie beyond the control of any human agent  They are the “invisible” econom-
ic, technological, and cultural forces that produce the parameters by which 
our social imaginaries are shaped  Those forces condition our choices with-
out our awareness  The airport that is on the drawing board, but yet to be 
built, is the future that we are hurtling towards  Bauman’s metaphor is not 
particularly pleasant, yet I believe that it makes a positive contribution: it 
gives form to a widely shared experience  And because it is widely shared, it 
can operate as a common point of departure for concerted action  

5.1 The Changing Nature of our Quest: From Pilgrim to Traveler 
What are some of the metaphors that might show the way forward? Bauman  
fleshes out the abstract concept of liquid modernity with the following 
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mythic metaphors: if pilgrimage was the metaphor for our life’s journey dur-
ing modernity, then “stroller, vagabond, tourist or player” is a more appro-
priate metaphor for those of us living in liquid modernity  A pilgrim has a 
fixed destination, a pre-determined end point to their journey, be it Mecca or 
Lourdes  The traveler or vagabond does not  At any point the traveler can de-
cide to turn in a different direction, not because of the end point it suggests 
but merely because it might offer better immediate possibilities  The traveler 
scans for possibilities, unexpected opportunities, whereas the pilgrim aims 
at preconceived actualities—a geographical endpoint  Bauman further notes 
that this shift was a reaction to, and a further acceleration of liquid moder-
nity  Individuals have learned that to have fixed expectations often produces 
frustration and disappointment  Instead one must be “light on one’s feet”, 
ready to change direction as circumstances do  That is to say that the mean-
ings or maps with which we formerly journeyed need to be replaced by navi-
gational aids that are responsive to local and changing conditions  

5.2 Metaphors as Direction Finders
I will conclude this paper with some observations drawn from my psy-
chotherapeutic practice  My examples come from my work with individu-
als; however, I suggest that metaphors can also be employed as organizing 
frameworks for organizations  Many of my clients present as frustrated, 
willful individuals  That is, they’ve employed their will to accomplish much, 
but now the world refuses to yield the desired results  These clients are still 
attached to their predetermined outcome and they are hoping that the thera-
pist will show them the path; they want to remain pilgrims, but they must 
learn to become travelers  I offer such clients a metaphor: 

Imagine that you are fording a stream in the fog  In the mist you can only 
make out the first rock  If you have the resolve to take that first step, you 
may be delighted to discover a second rock emerging from the fog  That 
is, each step reveals the next step and only the next step 
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What does my metaphor embody? It suggests that to move forward, one must 
move into the unknown  One must give up the pseudo-comfort of viewing 
the present through the lens of the past  

Having made the journey with clients many times, I’ve come to realize that 
each rock across that stream is a metaphor that elucidates their particular 
circumstance at that moment in time  That metaphor acts as a provisional 
point of stability before the next move  Imagine a trail map that is missing 
the red dot that indicates “you are here”  Without that dot the map is useless  
A fresh metaphor acts like that red dot  That is, it gives conceptual form to 
one’s intuitive experience 

I believe that we exist on one plane and think on another  We exist on a 
prereflective, intuitive level that registers our current circumstances  This is 
the plane of experience  And we think on another level: a reflective, con-
ceptual level consisting of clear and distinct ideas  Those clear and distinct 
concepts are usually distillations of past experience expressed as generalities 
and abstractions  One is tempted to trust clear ideas over and above murky 
intuitions, hunches, gut feelings, etc  When those prereflective “knowings” 
are not symbolized and brought into the reflective mind, then one’s concep-
tual map will be disconnected from the reality that it supposedly represents  
Frustration and disappointment will result  On the other hand, when the 
client and I co-create an appropriate metaphor, we do so by first attending to 
their prereflective experience  The metaphor arises from that experience and 
gives it a form that represents one’s circumstances to their reflective mind  It 
enables their reflective mind to consciously apprehend their circumstances 
and evaluate whether their behavior is moving them closer to, or further 
away, from their objectives  A good metaphor makes “visible” the interaction 
between one’s circumstances and one’s purpose  

6 Ant Colonies and Distributed Leadership
If you’ve ever seen an ant colony, you might find yourself thinking that they 
are either organized by some central planner or that they share a collective 
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mind  Their coordinated behavior invites this kind of interpretation  Edel-
man (2006), however, suggests that the commonly shared environment is re-
sponsible for the coordinated pattern witnessed in ant colonies  Individual 
ant behavior is patterned after previous ants’ responses to the local condi-
tions they had encountered  In aggregate those responses produce organized 
ant colonies  If anything organizes (or constrains) the collective’s behavior it 
would be the environmental conditions. 

How might this bear on the question of leadership in the twenty-first cen-
tury? Understanding leadership from a distributed perspective means seeing 
leadership activities as a situated and social process at the intersection of lead-
ers, followers, and the situation—seeing leadership less as central authority 
than as a distributed and collective response to salient circumstances  This 
assumes that most members of the team have a contribution to make—both 
toward the description of the challenge faced by the organization and the 
various means for addressing that challenge  This is the approach I employ 
when I teach  It is not “my point of view versus your point of view”  Rather it 
is your point of view plus mine  In this manner many more aspects of the sit-
uation can be collected and expressed  The phrase “point of view” is instruc-
tive because its original denotation is perceptual and not conceptual  That is, 
attention is focused on the particularities of the situation, thereby emphasiz-
ing prereflective engagement  My pedagogical approach is to demonstrate or 
model the counselling skill that I am teaching  As a result, students perceive 
embodied intelligence at play in my demonstration  A debriefing takes place 
afterwards in which students share their perceptions and interpretative con-
cepts are developed  It is important that their perceptions have a common 
source: the demonstration they just witnessed—or, in Edelman’s vocabulary 
they are responding to local conditions  That common event becomes the 
“ground” for our discussion  Interpretations that resonate with other stu-
dents are picked up and elaborated  Interpretations that don’t, drop out of 
the conversation  In this manner, and over multiple such experiences, a set 
of common understandings, a reliable framework, is elaborated through 
successive iterations  This developing framework is gradually internalized 
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by the participants, and students become part of a collective whose I Q  is 
higher than any one individual’s 

While the last section is normally announced with the heading “conclusion”, 
you will note that I have not provided one  Conclusions imply a resolution of 
an environmental challenge and a return to a steady state  Such an implica-
tion is misleading in this time of liquid modernity  
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Columbia Association of Aboriginal Friendship Centres  Previously Leslie 
held the Indigenous health portfolio at Provincial Health Services Authority 
where she co-lead the development of San’yas Indigenous Cultural Safety 
Training, a facilitated, online decolonizing anti-racism training program of-
fered to the health and social justice sectors in three Canadian provinces  
Leslie’s community work has focused on ending violence against Indigenous 
women and girls  She holds a Master’s in Business Administration from  
Simon Fraser University 

Contact: larvarley@gmail com

Gary Wagenheim is adjunct management professor at the Beedie School of 
Business at Simon Fraser University and Aalto University Executive Educa-
tion and former professor of organizational leadership at the School of Tech-
nology at Purdue University  His research and teaching interests are reflec-
tive practice, leadership, and organizational behavior  He owns and operates 
Wagenheim Advisory Group that provides corporate training, coaching, and 
organizational development programs  Dr  Wagenheim received a Ph D  and 
a M A  in Human and Organizational Systems from Fielding Graduate Uni-
versity, and a M B A  in Organizational Behavior/ Organizational Change 
and Development from Syracuse University  He lives in Vancouver, Canada 

Contact: wagenhei@sfu ca



Flow peer group
(3 x 1d)

Your homebase for orienta-
tion, integration & individual 
learning

Vienna, 3.12.2016 

Group in collective � ow
(5d)

Deep dive generative group 
dynamics

Venice, 20.-24.3.2017 

COS Conference active 
participation
(2,5d)

Engage on stage, show your 
intention and action for 
organisations & society

Venice, 19.-21.10.2017

Next New Action
(3d)

Assess your creative 
potential for leadership 
and consulting

dates 2018 forthcoming

Whole System: 
Co-Creating new structures 
for collaboration 
(2,5d)

Futuring, working with large 
groups and networks for 
transformational change 

Berlin, 27.-29.4.2017

Integrating somatic 
intelligence in high 
performance teams 
(4d)

Awaken somatic intelligence 
for generative change 

Vienna, 25.-28.5.2017

Creating my Master’s piece
Writers space *
Photography & Film *
Freestyle *

* choose one – or more (optional)

Craft your ideas and 
develop ments and bring 
them into the world. Act! 

tbd. with participants

COS Curriculum

Creators for 
Organisations & Society
25 days & 1d/8h coaching for 
master´s piece



The COS-Certified Curriculum  
„Creating Organisations & Society“ 

New Creations in Organisations & Society originate in the undivided 
source of sensing, feeling, thinking. Acting from there we make a differ-
ence. In this curriculum you will touch the source, develop your inner 
world and come out with new resources for action in the outer world. It´s 
challenging for you and others!

We designed the curriculum for mindful people who:

• Wish to live and work closer to their calling and aspiration. 

• Desire to go on a journey of transformation and tangible action.

• Want to intentionally achieve better, more creative results in the  
organisations they own or work for.

• Change their surroundings collaboratively, mindfully and powerfully.

• Direct intention and generative power towards shared development.

• Enter uncharted territory.

Here and now modules address individual, group and organisational 
learning spaces and offer learning on the spot in the here and now. You 
practice presencing and learn how to intervene in the moment - here and 
now. This is where immediate change happens.

Flow and grow together through action learning. You come closer to 
yourself, develop ways to generatively hold your many facets, connect 
with others in this way and manifest your actions from a fresh, supportive 
social network. A learning through experiencing and acting, experiencing 
and acting …



Craft and manifest: During your learning journey you are continuously 
crafting your own masters´ piece. This artistic, scientific or freestyle „piece 
of work“ is your gift and your challenge to yourself and to Organisations & 
Society: The one you work or live in or the one you are intending to create. 
A project development, a new business idea, a book, a new way of working 
and living. 

Your calling triggers and shapes your learning journey throughout all 
modules. We support you in making a pearl-chain, your intentional learn-
ing process is the pearl string. – Beautiful!

COS Certified Curriculum:
Creators for Organisation & Society

For more information please contact: 
Dr. Andrea Schueller: a.schueller@cos-journal.com 
Dr. Maria Spindler: m.spindler@cos-journal.com

Costs approx.: € 5.600,00 + VAT



We are happy to announce:  
Fresh COS-Creations in 2017!
The Group in Collective Flow  A Course in Group Dynamics  
March 20 – 24 2017, Venice, Italy

Dr. Andrea Schueller, Dr. Liselotte Zvacek, Prof. Bernadette Brinkmann

In a five days intense joint learning journey you look behind the curtain 
of co-creating meaningful systems while being an active, sensing and re-
flective part of this process. You experience highly practical and real-time 
learning while deepening the connection to your Self and the collective 
wisdom of the group as it emerges Here and Now. Accessing your con-
scious and unconscious mind you widen your repertoire for recognizing 
and changing patterns on a personal, interpersonal and systemic level - 
and inbetween. Surfing and crashing waves, understanding and moving 
with and against the currents, you and the collective become more: clear, 
fluent and (personally) experienced in co-creating (from) collective flow.

Integrating Somatic Intelligence in High Performance Teams  
May 25 – 28 2017, Vienna, Austria

Dr. Steven Gilligan & Team: Dr. Andrea Schueller, Dr. Maria Spindler, Eva 
Wieprecht, Dr. Liselotte Zvacek 

Growing as a team and in team performance through only cognitive ac-
tion is like swimming without water: it gets very dry...! You deepen your 
understanding and somatic practice to maintain and regain high levels 
of creativity nurtured from a state of multiple positive connections be-
yond ego state. At the heart of this process is attention to a person’s and a 
team’s state as the core difference that makes a difference; that is, the crea-
tive outcomes are only as good as the underlying state. Through cutting 
edge methodology, integrating Generative Change Work, Somatics and 
Generative Group Dynamics, you go on an experiential learning journey at 
the intersection of individual and collective self. 



Anticipating the future with the Whole System: Co-creating new  
structures for collaboration  
April 27 – 29 2017, Berlin, Germany

Dr. Tonnie van der Zouwen, MCM

In this two-and-a-half days interactive training workshop, you explore and 
seriously play with a unique mix of practical theory and mindful practice: 
You will get familiar and “cook” with the principles of co-creation for ena-
bling an organization or community to anticipate the future by creating 
new structures for collaboration. You become familiar with various meth-
ods and techniques for facilitating productive meetings with large groups 
of stakeholders (20 -> 1000 participants). Working with your own cases you 
start with planning and designing the process, learn how to work with a di-
verse planning group, opening up for and allowing distributed leadership.

Read more: www.cos-journal.com



Become a Friend & Member of COS!
Join the COS movement and become a Friend&Member of COS! COS is 
a home for reflective hybrids and a growing platform for co-creation of 
meaningful, innovative forms of working & living in and for organizations 
and society, between and beyond theory and practice. We invite you to 
become an active member of COS. 

Being a part of COS you have access to our products and happenings. As a 
Friend&Member, you carry forward the COS intention of co-creating gen-
erative systems through mindful, fresh mind-body action. Let´s connect in 
and for novel ways around the globe!

Access points for your participation & future contribution are: 

• Mutual inspiration & support at the COS-Conference

• Development & transformation at COS-Creations Seminars

• Creative scientific publishing & reading between and beyond theory 
and practice

• COS LinkedIn Virtual Community

• And more …

The Friend&Membership fee is € 200,– + 20% VAT for 18 months. Why 18 
months? We synchronize the Friend&Membership cycle with the COS-con-
ference rhythm and 3 COS journal editions.

Your 18 month COS Friend & Membership includes:

• 3 editions of the COS-journal: 2 hard copies, one for you and one for a 
friend of yours = 6 hard copies 3 issues for the value of € 169.–

• Conference fee discount of € 150.–

• COS-Creations: Special discount of 25 % for one seminar of your choice 
each year

Send your application for membership to office@cos-journal.com



Join COS, a Home for Reflective Hybrids
The future is an unknown garment that invites us to weave our lives into 
it. How these garments will fit, cover, colour, connect and suit us lies in our 
(collective) hands. Many garments from the past have become too tight, 
too grey, too something…and the call for new shapes and textures is ac-
knowledged by many. Yet changing clothes leaves one naked, half dressed 
in between. Let’s connect in this creative, vulnerable space and cut, weave 
and stitch together.

Our target group is reflective hybrids – leaders, scientists, consultants, and 
researchers from all over the world who dare to be and act complex. Multi-
layered topics require multidimensional approaches that are, on the one 
hand, interdisciplinary and, on the other hand, linked to theory and prac-
tice, making the various truths and perspectives mutually useful.

If you feel you are a reflective hybrid you are very welcome to join our COS 
movement, for instance by:

• Visiting our website: www.cos-journal.com

• Getting in touch with COS-Creations. A space for personal & collective 
development, transformation and learning. Visit our website:  
www.cos-journal.com/cos-creations/

• Following our COS-Conference online:  
www.cos-journal.com/conference2016

• Subscribing to our newsletter: see www.cos-journal.com/newsletter

• Subscribing to the COS Journal: see  
www.cos-journal.com/buy-subscribe

• Ordering single articles from the COS Journal:  
www.cos-journal.com/buy-articles-pdf

• Becoming a member of our LinkedIn group: go to www.linkedin.com 
and type in “Challenging Organisations and Society.reflective hybrids” 
or contact Tonnie van der Zouwen on t.vanderzouwen@cos-journal.com



Subscription of the  
COS Journal
The journal is published semi-annually  
(May and October). The price of an annual 
subscription is € 50.– plus shipping costs  
(two issues each year).

The subscription can be terminated until  
31.12. for the next year.

Order the COS Journal
for € 10,– per article at www.cos-journal.com 
www.cos-journal.com/buy-articles-pdf

Order and subscribe the COS Journal  
at www.cos-journal.com 
www.cos-journal.com/buy-subscribe/  
or mail us to sales@cos-journal.com

Mental Leaps into Challenging Organisations 
and Society 
Volume 1, Issue 1, October 2012 
Editor: Maria Spindler (A)

Reflective Hybrids in Management and 
Consulting  
Volume 2, Issue 1, May 2013 
Editors: Maria Spindler (A),  
Gary Wagenheim (CA)

Involving Stakeholders to Develop Change 
Capacity for More Effective Collaboration 
and Continuous Change 
Volume 2, Issue 2, October 2013 
Editor: Tonnie van der Zouwen (NL)

Different Culture, Different Rhythms  
Volume 3, Issue 1, May 2014 
Editor: Karin Lackner (DE)

On the Move: Patterns, Power, Politics 
Volume 3, Issue 2, October 2014 
Editors: Maria Spindler (A) and  
Tonnie van der Zouwen (NL)

Positive Deviance Dynamics in Social 
Systems 
Volume 4, Issue 1, May 2015 
Editors: Maria Spindler (A) and  
Gary Wagenheim (CA) 

Elaborating the Theory – Practice Space: 
Professional Competence in Science, 
Therapy, Consulting and Education 
Volume 4, Issue 2, October 2015 
Editors: Ilse Schrittesser (A) and  
Maria Spindler (A)

Change in Flow: How Critical Incidents 
Transform Organisations 
Volume 5, Issue 1, May 2016 
Editors: Nancy Wallis (US) & Maria Spindler (A)

Leadership That Counts 
Volume 5, Issue 2, October 2016 
Editors: Tom Brown (CA), Gary Wagenheim (CA)

each € 28,– plus shipping costs

Order COS Journals and COS Articles
Challenging Organisations and Society . reflective hybrids®



Journal “Challenging Organisations and Society   reflective hybrids® (COS)”

COS is the first journal to be dedicated to the rapidly growing require-
ments of reflective hybrids in our complex 21st-century organisations 
and society. Its international and multidisciplinary approaches balance 
theory and practice and show a wide range of perspectives in and 
between organisations and society. Being global and diverse in thinking 
and acting outside the box are the targets for its authors and readers in 
management, consulting and science.

Editor-in-Chief: Maria Spindler (AT) 
 email: m.spindler@cos-journal.com

Deputy Editors-in-Chief: Gary Wagenheim (CA), Tonnie van der Zouwen (NL)
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mission from copyright holders for reproducing any illustrations, figures, 
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e-mailed proof of their articles and a copy of the final version.
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